
Bob1
>> y1=randi(p-1)
y1 =  127923270
>> b1=mod_exp(g,y1,p)
b1 = 61651736

m1=111222;
n1 = gm1 mod p =
= 30191889;

Bob2
>> y2=randi(p-1)
y2 =  107550077
>> b2=mod_exp(g,y2,p)
b2 = 19235345

m2=777555;
n2 = gm2 mod p =
= 21971915;

Alice
>> x=randi(p-1)
x =  125777467
>> a=mod_exp(g,x,p)
a = 233074861

m4=333333; 
n4 = gm3 mod p =
= 200060240

Ema
>> z=randi(p-1)
z =  139168670
>> e=mod_exp(g,z,p)
e = 256500680

m3=555444;
n3 = gm4 mod p =
= 211934193

Public Parameters - PP:   >> p = 264043379;    >> g=2;

http://crypto.fmf.ktu.lt/
http://crypto.fmf.ktu.lt/telekonf/archyvas/M166%20BlockChain/M166%202021/
http://crypto.fmf.ktu.lt/telekonf/archyvas/M123%20DataSecurity/S170M123%202021/
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https://scholar.google.com/ --> [Zether: Towards Privacy in a Smart Contract World]

Bünz, B., Agrawal, S., Zamani, M. and Boneh, D., 2020, February. Zether: Towards privacy in a 
smart contract world. In International Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data 

Security (pp. 423-443). Springer, Cham.

We argue that this is not an issue. 
First, as we will see, the Zether smart contract does not need to do this, only the users would 
do it. 
Second, users will have a good estimate of ZTH in their accounts because, typically, the 
transfer amount is known to the receiver. 
Thus, brute-force computation would occur only rarely. 
Third, one could represent a large range of values in terms of smaller ranges. 
For instance, if we want to allow amounts up to 64 bits, we could instead have 2 amounts of 
32 bits each, and encrypt each one of them separately. 
In this paper, for simplicity, we will work with a single range, 1 to MAX, and set MAX to be 232

in the implementation.
The primary benefitt of putting balances in exponent is that it makes ElGamal encryption
additively homomorphic.
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>> p = 264043379;
>> g=2;
>> x =  125777467
x =  125777467
>> a=mod_exp(g,x,p)
a = 233074861
>> z =  139168670
z =  139168670
>> e=mod_exp(g,z,p)
e = 256500680
>> m1=111222;
>> n1=30191889
n1 =  30191889
>> m2=777555;
>> n2=21971915
n2 =  2197191
>> m3=555444;
>> n3=mod_exp(g,m3,p)
n3 = 211934193
>> m4=333333;
>> n4=mod_exp(g,m4,p)
n4 = 200060240

B1  encrypts n1=30191889;
>> t1=randi(p-1)
t1 =  160297046
>> a_t1=mod_exp(a,t1,p)
a_t1 = 96317512
>>  E1=mod(n1*a_t1,p)
E1 = 202082938
>> D1=mod_exp(g,t1,p)
D1 = 236528615

B1  encrypts t1=160297046;
>> t11=randi(p-1)
>> t11 =  84304261
t11 =  84304261
>>  a_t11=mod_exp(a,t11,p)
a_t11 = 36330815
>> E11=mod(t1*a_t11,p)
E11 = 39085020
>> D11=mod_exp(g,t11,p)
D11 = 114212869

Alice decrypts t1;
>> D11_m1=mulinv(D11,p)
D11_m1 = 190542096
>> mod(D11*D11_m1,p)
ans = 1
>> D11_m1_x=mod_exp(D11
_m1,x,p)
D11_m1_x = 11988020
>> tt1=mod(E11*D11_m1_x,p)
tt1 = 160297046

B2  encrypts n2=21971915;
>> t2 = randi(p-1)
t2 =  170754460
>> a_t2=mod_exp(a,t2,p)
a_t2 = 177213279
>> n2

In this paper, for simplicity, we will work with a single range, 1 to MAX, and set MAX to be 232

in the implementation.
The primary benefitt of putting balances in exponent is that it makes ElGamal encryption
additively homomorphic.
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>> a_t2=mod_exp(a,t2,p)
a_t2 = 177213279
>> n2
n2 = 21971915
>> E2=mod(n2*a_t2,p)
E2 = 206765922
>> D2=mod_exp(g,t2,p)
D2 = 76239918

B2  encrypts t2=170754460:
>>  t22=randi(p-1)
t22 =  114992249
>> a_t22=mod_exp(a,t22,p)
a_t22 = 104029145
>> E22=mod(t2*a_t22,p)
E22 = 49308505
>> D22=mod_exp(g,t22,p)
D22 = 89922749

Alice decrypts t2:
…
t2 =  170754460

>> t12=randi(p-1)
t12 =  58829788
>> a_t12=mod_exp(a,t12,p)
a_t12 = 193089362
> E12=mod(n12*a_t12,p)
E12 = 231055413
>> D12=mod_exp(g,t12,p)
D12 = 145746585

Refencing to homomorphic property above we can expect that multiplication of cyphertexts C1*C2  
should be equal to the cyphertext C12 of encrypted money sums m1+m2 by the same Alice PuK=a.  
                                                         C1*C2 = C12 = Enc(a,t1+t2,m1+m2)
C1*C2 = (E1,D1)*(E2,D2) = (E1*E2,D1*D2) = (E12,D12) = C12. 

>> t1
t1 =  160297046
>> t2
t2 =  170754460
>> t12=mod(t1+t2,p-1)
t12 =  67008128

>> m1
m1 =  111222
>> m2
m2 =  777555
>> n1=mod_exp(g,m1,p)
n1 = 30191889
>> n2=mod_exp(g,m2,p)
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>> n2=mod_exp(g,m2,p)
n2 = 21971915
>> m12=mod(m1+m2,p-1)
m12 =  888777
>> n12=mod(n1*n2,p)
n12 = 10872721
>> nn12=mod_exp(g,m12,p)
nn12 = 10872721

> E12=mod(E1*E2,p)
E12 =  201565104
>> D12=mod(D1*D2,p)
D12 = 166391491

>>  a_t12=mod_exp(a,t12,p)
a_t12 = 91406032
>> EE12=mod(n12*a_t12,p)
EE12 = 201565109
>> DD12=mod_exp(g,t12,p)
DD12 = 166391491
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